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Abstract

Visual recognition of materials and their states is essen-
tial for understanding the world, from determining whether
food is cooked, metal is rusted, or a chemical reaction has
occurred. However, current image recognition methods are
limited to specific classes and properties and can’t handle
the vast number of material states in the world. To ad-
dress this, we present MatSim: the first dataset and bench-
mark for computer vision-based recognition of similarities
and transitions between materials and textures, focusing on
identifying any material under any conditions using one or
a few examples. The dataset contains synthetic and nat-
ural images. Synthetic images were rendered using giant
collections of textures, objects, and environments gener-
ated by computer graphics artists. We use mixtures and
gradual transitions between materials to allow the system
to learn cases with smooth transitions between states (like
gradually cooked food). We also render images with ma-
terials inside transparent containers to support beverage
and chemistry lab use cases. We use this dataset to train
a Siamese net that identifies the same material in different
objects, mixtures, and environments. The descriptor gener-
ated by this net can be used to identify the states of materials
and their subclasses using a single image. We also present
the first few-shot material recognition benchmark with nat-
ural images from a wide range of fields, including the state
of foods and beverages, types of grounds, and many other
use cases. We show that a net trained on the MatSim syn-
thetic dataset outperforms state-of-the-art models like Clip
on the benchmark and also achieves good results on other
unsupervised material classification tasks. Dataset, gener-
ation code and trained models have been made available
at: https://github.com/ZuseZ4/MatSim-Dataset-Generator-
Scripts-And-Neural-net
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Figure 1. The MatSim benchmark for identifying materials from
every aspect of the world using one or a few natural images (few-
shot learning). Top-1 results of ConvNeXt trained on the MatSim
dataset and pretrained Clip H14, on materials classes unseen dur-
ing training. Only selected samples are shown.

1. Introduction

The ability to visually identify materials is critical for
a wide range of applications, from material science and
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Figure 2. Selected examples from the MatSim synthetic dataset. The upper line contains random materials on random objects. The bottom
row contains random materials inside transparent vessels.

chemical research to cooking, construction, and industry
(Figure 1) [31, 38, 22, 39, 14, 15]. Recognition of mate-
rials and their states is essential for handling and inspect-
ing materials in the chemistry lab, evaluating whether the
ground is wet, determining whether a fruit is ripe, detecting
rust on metal surfaces, and distinguishing between different
types of rocks or fabrics. There are several major challenges
that make this problem difficult for computer vision meth-
ods. First, there are almost infinite material states and tex-
tures, and each can look very different in different settings.
The second challenge is that transitions between material
states tend to be gradual and have a continuous intermedi-
ate state, which makes it hard to use discrete categories to
describe the material (like cooked food). Another challenge
is that liquids and materials in environments such as labo-
ratories, hospitals, and kitchens are usually handled inside
transparent vessels that distort the view of the materials.
Previous studies on image recognition for materials have
focused on distinguishing between material classes, such as
metal, plastic, and wood, or determining properties like tur-
bidity or glossiness. The limitation of these approaches is
that they can only work on the classes and properties they
were trained on [13, 8, 16, 29, 36, 14, 7]. To our knowl-
edge, the problem of identifying unseen materials in any
environment using one example (one-shot learning) has not
been addressed by any benchmark or dataset. In this work,
we propose the first general dataset and benchmark for one-
shot recognition of any material state in any environment
using only one or a few examples.

1.1. The MatSim Dataset

The MatSim dataset includes large-scale collections of
synthetic images (Figure 2) for material self-similarity and
a diverse natural image benchmark to test the ability of the
net to identify material states and subclasses using one or
a few examples (Figure 1). This dataset is designed to ad-
dress the general issue of one-shot material retrieval without
restrictions on material types, settings, and environments.
The main focus is on distinguishing between states of ma-
terials and identifying fine-grained categories such as rot-
ten vs. ripe or coffee vs. cocoa. Additionally, we created
a second adversarial benchmark to test the net’s ability to

recognize materials without association with objects or en-
vironments. This benchmark involves covering objects with
random materials to create uncorrelated material-object as-
sociations.

1.2. Synthetic Dataset and Training

Our hypothesis is that training a Siamese net to iden-
tify the same material texture on different objects and en-
vironments will allow the net to recognize materials in any
setting. While material types are not always matched to a
single texture, we assume that a diverse enough training set
will force the net to learn a general representation of mate-
rials and their properties. The main advantage of this self-
similarity approach is that when applied to synthetic data,
it can be used to generate an unlimited amount of data with
no human effort. In addition, it can be easily expanded to
materials mixtures and gradual transitions. The main chal-
lenge is the need for a large and highly diverse dataset to
prevent the net from overfitting to specific materials or en-
vironments.

1.3. Evaluation and Results

The net trained on the MatSim dataset achieves good
results in recognizing and matching materials of the same
states and subclasses, outperforming state-of-the-art nets
like CLIP and nets trained on human-annotated similarity
metrics. We also demonstrate that the net performs well in
matching images of the same general class in standard clas-
sification datasets such as OpenSurface[7] and DMS[32],
without using the semantic class labels, suggesting that it
learned robust descriptors that generalize beyond its origi-
nal task.

1.4. Contribution

1) This work introduces the first general dataset and
benchmark for low-shot material recognition. The base-
lines tested in the experimental section demonstrate that the
dataset achieves this, allowing the net to identify subclasses,
gradual transitions, and materials states, and even allow-
ing the net to generalize to different tasks, such as mate-
rial classification. 2) Demonstrating that a net trained only
on synthetic data and self-similarity, using a single GPU,
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can outperform large-scale foundation models like Clip on
a general low-shot problem. 3) Show how large-scale CGI
assets repositories can be combined to create highly diverse
synthetic training data with diversity far exceeding existing
materials data sets (hundreds of thousands of different ob-
jects and textures) and can be scaled indefinitely using AI
textures/objects generating techniques.

2. Related work
2.1. One-Shot and Contrastive Learning

Recent years have seen the emergence of powerful one-
shot methods like Clip, which rely on contrastive learn-
ing to understand image and text similarities.[26, 27]. The
main advantage of these approaches is that, when trained
on enough data, they are not limited to a specific set of
cases and can work with new examples and classes [26, 17].
These nets work by predicting a descriptor vector for an im-
age and using the distance between different image descrip-
tors as a similarity metric. The limitation of this approach
is that it requires an enormous amount of training data, as
seen in the Laion Clip H14 model, which was trained on two
billion images and their text captions [27]. An alternative,
such as SimClr[12], leverages self-similarity between im-
ages and their augmented versions, bypassing the need for
human-made captions, which offers an unlimited amount
of training data. This work takes a similar approach and
assumes that, by learning to identify the same material in
different physical settings and mixtures, the net will learn a
general descriptor for materials and their states.

2.2. Image Retrieval and Materials Similarity

The problem of one-shot material recognition and mate-
rial matching has been mostly ignored from a computer vi-
sion perspective. However, it is closely related to the prob-
lem of image retrieval and similarity, which involves finding
a similar example from a set. Two such approaches were
suggested to identify the visual similarity of simulated ma-
terials for the replacement of CGI materials. Schwartz and
Nishino[28] trained a net to measure the similarity of mate-
rials using 9,000 generated images with uniform materials.
The visual similarity between the simulated materials was
determined by human annotators. Perroni et al.[23] used
transfer learning to determine visual similarity by using the
inner layer of a net trained in classification tasks with eight
classes of materials. Both studies generate material descrip-
tors to assess similarity. However, both were confined to a
specific domain of CGI material swapping and were not in-
tended for material recognition. Consequently, the human-
guided net[28] performed poorly in the real-world material
recognition tasks we tested, despite this we use it as a base-
line due to the lack of alternatives. The other net has not
been made available[23].

2.3. Computer Vision for Materials

Computer vision for materials has focused mainly on a
few problems: Material segmentation which involves find-
ing the region of the image belonging to specific materials.
Inverse rendering, which involves extracting textures maps
from object surfaces (for CGI purposes). Predicting the val-
ues of specific properties of the material, such as glossiness
or turbidity[10, 35, 20, 34, 35, 18, 28]. Neither of these
methods is used for one-shot material recognition or can be
directly applied to this problem.

2.4. Materials Classification

Materials classification involves assigning a class for
the material in the image from a set of categories in
the training sets. Datasets for general material classes
(wood, metal, glass) include CURet[13], Flicker-Materials
FMD[29], KTH-TIPS [16], MINC[8] and large-scale, di-
verse datasets like OpenSurfaces[8, 7], and Dense Material
Segmentation (DMS)[32]. Other datasets focus on more
specific properties, such as material phases (liquids, solids,
powders, foam)[14], and more specific classes, such as
construction materials [9], soil type [30], crystallization,
turbidity[25], etc.[21, 31, 38, 22, 15]. The limitation of nets
trained on these datasets is that they are limited to specific
classes in the dataset and cannot work on classes not used
during training.

3. The MatSim Synthetic Dataset Generation
The goal of the MatSim dataset is to train a net capable of

recognizing any visually distinguished material in any set-
ting. The visual appearance of a material depends not only
on its physical properties but also on the object’s shape, en-
vironment, and illumination. If during training, any of these
properties are restricted in some way (for example, only in-
door scenes are used) or correlated with other properties
(for example, wood materials appear only in trees), it is un-
likely that the net achieves a true generalization for material
recognition [17, 5].

3.1. Generation Procedure

In order to achieve the above goals, the dataset must be
extremely diverse in terms of objects, environments, and
materials. To achieve this, we utilized large-scale CGI
repositories used for animation and computer games. We
used thousands of highly diverse physics-based rendering
materials (SVBRDF / PBR) from the AmbientCG, CG-
BookCase, and FreePBR repositories [1, 37, 2] to simulate
realistic materials[24]. We overlay the textures materials
on 3D objects taken from the ShapeNet dataset with tens
of thousands of different objects [11] and hundreds of cate-
gories; these objects are then placed in random scenes with
natural illumination and backgrounds taken from the Poly-
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Figure 3. Dataset creation: 1) CGI Materials have been ran-
domly created or downloaded from large-scale artist repositories
(AmbientCG[1], CGBookCases[37], FreePBR [2]). 2) The mate-
rial is UV mapped on the surface of a random object loaded from
the ShapeNet dataset[11].3) Random background and illumination
are loaded from the HDRI Haven repository[3]. 5) Ground plane
and background objects are added. 6) The scene is rendered.

hHaven repository for HDRI images[3]. The HDRI image
is wrapped around the scene and provides a realistic 360-
degree background and illumination (Figure 3). Combining
these repositories allows us to generate a large-scale, highly
diverse dataset (Figure 3). The large number of materials
forces the net to generalize rather than identify only specific
classes. The fact that every material can be used on any
object in any environment means that the net has to iden-
tify the material everywhere and prevents the net from as-
sociating the material with specific objects or environments.
Gradual transformations between materials in the dataset al-
low the net to detect gradual transitions between materials.
Additionally, rendering some of the materials inside trans-
parent containers allows the net to learn to recognize ma-
terials stored inside glass vessels. Finally, in some scenes,
light sources were scattered in random positions to simulate
near-field illumination.

3.2. General Dataset Structure

The dataset is divided into sets; each set contains two
random materials and six scenes that involve a gradual tran-
sition between these two materials (Figure 4). The objects,
backgrounds, and environment are randomly selected for

Figure 4. Dataset structure. The dataset is composed of sets. Each
set involves two materials and six scenes with a gradual transition
between the two materials. Each column in the image corresponds
to a different mixing ratio (R) of the two materials. The ratio of the
mixture of the two materials is given in the top column. All images
in the same column involve the same mixture ratio (R) on differ-
ent objects and in different environments. Each of the six scenes
involves one main object. The material on this object gradually
transitions from one material to another. The mask of the object
is given in the right column. For scenes 1–2, the background re-
mains exactly the same for all images in the scene. For scenes
3–4, the background HDRI is randomly rotated between images,
leading to small changes in illumination. For scenes 5–6, the back-
ground HDRI is completely replaced between images, leading to
large changes in illumination.

each scene separately (Figure 3). Each scene involves one
static main object and a static camera, both positioned ran-
domly. The object material is gradually changed between
images in the scene (Figure 4). For each scene, we ren-
der five images with different mixtures ratios (R) of the two
materials (0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%). 0% means that
the object is made only of material A, while 100% means
that it is made completely of material B (Section 3.3). We
change the illumination of the environment and objects be-
tween scenes, which provides a wide range of variations in
each material’s appearance. Since all scenes in a set are
composed of the same two materials, it is possible to com-
pare the appearance of the materials between two scenes
with different objects, backgrounds, and light. The grad-
ual transition allows the net to learn to distinguish between
highly similar materials and mixtures. Since a scene can
contain many background objects, for each scene, we pro-
vide the mask (region) of the object on which the material
is used (Figure 4, right). Around 30k sets, with about a mil-
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Figure 5. A material’s visual appearance is controlled by several
main properties (color, transparency, etc.). For uniform materials
(BSDF), each property has a single value across the surface. Tex-
tured materials are represented by texture maps for each property.
These maps are wrapped around the object (UV mapping) and pro-
vide properties for each point on the object’s surface.

lion images, were rendered. For more details, see Appendix
9.

3.3. Materials Representation, Mixtures, and Grad-
ual Transformations

The appearance of materials is mostly controlled by their
surface scattering properties. These properties are often re-
ferred to as bidirectional reflectance (BRDF) and the more
general bidirectional scattering function[6, 4] (BSDF). Each
surface point has a set of properties (roughness, trans-
mittance, color, etc.) that determine the surface appear-
ance. If the material is uniform, it could be represented
as a set of values for each property across the entire sur-
face (Figure 5a). Creating a random uniform material is
done by setting a random value for each property. Mix-
ing two such materials can be achieved by using a weighted
average of the values of each property of each material:
Pmix = R · Pa + (1 − R) · Pb where P is the value of a
property in materials a,b and R the mix ratio. Most ma-
terials in the world are not uniform and have unique tex-
tures, which means different properties for each point on
the surface. Such materials can be represented as spatially
variable BRDF or SVBRDF often called PBRs ([24]). This
means that instead of a single value for each property, we
have a 2D texture map that represents the spatial distribu-
tion of this property on the surface. This 2D map is then
wrapped around the object to give each surface point its
property (Figure 5a). The mixing of two textured materials
is achieved by a pixel-wise weighted average of two texture
maps into a new texture map. In other words, each point
in the texture map of a given property is the average of the
corresponding pixels in the two materials that are mixed:
Pmix(u, v) = R · Pa(u, v) + (1 − R) · Pb(u, v). Where
P (u, v) is the property value in the surface position u,v.
The gradual transition between materials A and B is again
achieved by setting different ratios of mixtures (R). To in-
crease the variability, texture maps of different materials can
be rotated and rescaled relative to the other material before

Figure 6. Procedurally generating material inside transparent con-
tainers. a) A random 2D curve is generated by combining random
polynomial and trigonometric functions. b) The curve is used as
a profile for the symmetric 3D object. c,d) The object is assigned
random transparent materials and content object is generated in-
side. e) The content object is assigned a material.

mixing. Unlike uniform BSDF textures, it is not possible to
create textures by assigning random values. Therefore, we
obtained a large number of textured materials from large-
scale artists’ repositories. To further increase this set, we
mix two or more materials as described above.

3.4. Materials in Transparent Vessels

Liquids and other materials in kitchens, hospitals, and
labs are usually handled inside transparent containers
(glassware, flasks, tubes, etc.). To support these applica-
tions, we generated scenes in which we put the material
inside a transparent container. The vessel object was pro-
cedurally generated. The curvature of the transparent vessel
was generated by creating a random 2D curve (by randomly
combining linear, polynomial, and trigonometric functions;
Figure 6). This curve was used as the profile of a symmetric
vessel by creating a cylindrical (or other symmetrical) shape
with the curve as the vertical profile (Figure 6). In some
cases, the shape was also randomly stretched to create more
variability. The vessel object was assigned a random trans-
parent material and a random thickness. The content of the
vessel was either a random object loaded from ShapeNet or
a mesh that filled the bottom part of the vessel (similar to
a static liquid or powder). As before, the content was as-
signed random material. Otherwise, the creation of the data
set was the same as in Section 3.2.

4. Benchmark Creation
Perhaps the most important part in dealing with the task

of general material recognition is to define a proper bench-
mark that covers the main aspects of this challenge. We
define three main capabilities that we want to evaluate: 1)
The ability of the net to visually identify unfamiliar materi-
als in new environments using one or a few examples with
no restrictions on the material or environment setting. 2)
The ability to identify transitions between material states
(e.g., wet/dry, rotten/fresh) and fine-grained subcategories
of materials (e.g., types of rocks). 3) The ability to identify
materials regardless of the object on which they appear (for
example, a cow made of wood)[5, 17]. We are not aware of
a benchmark that covers any of these three tasks. Therefore,
we created two benchmarks by taking pictures of materials
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in a variety of states and environments.

4.1. Set 1: Material Transition States and Sub-
classes

The first test set is designed to test the hypothesis that
the net is capable of recognizing the similarity between im-
ages of the same material, even when they are presented
in transparent containers and different surroundings, while
distinguishing between subcategories or different states of
the same material. The focus of this test set is real-world
objects and scenes in a wide range of settings. The only
intervention was that, when possible, samples of the same
materials were moved to a new scene to change environ-
ments. This set contains a large number of examples of
materials that change in a continuous manner (wet/dry,
cooked/uncooked). And tests the net ability to deal with
continuous transitions by assigning material to its closest
state (Figure 1); for example, we collected images of eggs
in raw, cooked and burned states and sidewalks in wet and
dry states (Figure 1). For each state, we collected at least
two different images. We divided this test set into super-
classes (e.g., eggs) and divided each superclass into sub-
classes (e.g., cooked/raw/burned; Figure 1). We try to make
different examples of the same material subclass appear in
different samples and environments as much as possible,
making the recognition of the material based on the type of
environment or object less likely. Additionally, for each im-
age, we created a mask of the material region in the image.
Note, however, that in this set there will always be some
correlation between materials and objects, i.e., liquids ap-
pear in glassware and rotten textures appear on fruits. This
set contained 416 images divided into 116 material types.

4.2. Set 2: Uncorrelated Materials and Objects

The second test set is designed to test the hypothesis that
the net can recognize the material regardless of the object
on which it appears. Materials in the real world are strongly
correlated to objects (trees made of wood). Creating this
set meant that we needed to generate our own objects. To
achieve this, we collected various objects and materials, in-
cluding ribbons, sheets, and granular materials. These were
adhered to the objects’ surfaces, either by wrapping or scat-
tering, using glue. When creating this test set, we made sure
that each material did not appear on the same object or in
the same environment in more than one image, forcing the
net to use only the material for recognition. This set con-
tains 86 images in 16 material types.

4.3. Materials Classification Using a Descriptor

The MatSim dataset relies on visual similarity. It is
not intended and is less suited for handling broad seman-
tic material classes. General classes, like wood or plastic,
may include a wide range of textures with little or no vi-

sual similarity between them. However, recent studies have
shown that nets trained on self-similarity can often gener-
alize effectively to broader semantic classes when provided
with a large set of images [33]. Although not the primary
focus of our work, we tested the MatSim-trained net and
CLIP[26, 27] on major material classification datasets, to
see how well they generalize beyond their core task. The
evaluation process followed the same method used for other
MatSim benchmarks (Section 5), where each image in the
data set was matched to all other images. If the best-
matched image belonged to the same class, it was consid-
ered correctly classified. The accuracy of each class was
calculated as the average of all images in that class. The
overall accuracy was determined as the average accuracy
for all classes. We examine the main datasets for mate-
rials classification: OpenSurface[8, 7], Flicker Materials
(FMD)[29], and Dense Material Segmentation(DMS)[32].
We use the region/segment of the material as the net input
mask (Figure 7). For CLIP, we also tested the net ability to
classify materials by matching the image with the text label
(standard semantic classification[26, 27]).

5. Evaluation Methods
For the evaluation of the net, we consider the standard

Top-1 accuracy metric: Given an image of a material, we
test the ability of the net to identify another image of the
same material from a group of images. An example is cor-
rect if the highest similarity calculated by the net is between
the given image and another image of the same material
subclass. We calculate two accuracy metrics. The first eval-
uation method assesses the ability to identify another in-
stance of the same material among all samples from the
same superclass (Figure 1). For example, the task could
be to identify an image with spotted bananas from a set of
images of bananas in various states (Figure 1, Table 1 (sub-
classes)). In the second evaluation method, we still expect
the net to find another example of the same material sub-
class. However, we now present it with all the other images
in the test set, including those of different superclasses. For
example, the image of a spotted banana is compared to all
images, including those of rust, rocks, cheese, etc. For the
second test set and other material classification datasets, we
used only the second evaluation approach (no superclasses).
The results given in Table 1, Figure 1, are the average pre-
cision per class (all classes given equal weights).

6. Training and Net Architecture
6.1. Net Structure

The net architecture follows that of Clip/SimClr[12, 26],
with a ConvNeXt[19] encoder that receives an image and a
mask of the material region stack together as a 4-layer in-
put (R,G,B,Mask), and outputs a descriptor vector of length
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Figure 7. Training and loss function. The loss function is based
on cosine similarity with cross-entropy loss. For every three im-
ages in the batch, one image is defined as an anchor (A). A sec-
ond image, specifically the image that has material more similar
to the anchor, is defined as positive (P ), and the remaining image
is defined as negative (N ). All images and their material masks
are passed through the neural net to produce descriptors (Da, Dn,
Dp). Cosine similarity is calculated between the descriptor of the
anchor and the positive and negative examples. These cosine sim-
ilarities are the input to the softmax function, which returns the
probability of a match between the anchor and the positive im-
age (Pp). If this probability is below the threshold defined as
0.5 + (sim(A,P ) − sim(A,N)) · 0.25, we calculate the cross-
entropy loss (Loss = − log(Pp)); otherwise, the loss is set to
zero. sim(A,P ) = 1− |R(A)−R(P )| is the similarity between
the anchor (A) material and the positive material P , R(A) is the
mixture ratio in material A (Section 3.3).

512 (with L2 normalization). The cosine similarity between
two predicted descriptors is used to assess the similarity be-
tween two materials (Figure 7).

6.2. General Training

Training was carried out as shown in Figure 7. For each
batch, we randomly selected a single set (Figure 4) and sam-
pled 12 random images from this set. The loss for every
three images in the batch was calculated separately: One
of the three images was chosen as anchor, the image that
is more similar to the anchor in terms of the mixture ratio

(R, Figure 4,Section 3.3) is used as positive and the remain-
ing image as negative. We pass each image through the net
to predict its descriptor. We calculate the cosine similar-
ity between the descriptors of the anchor and both negative
and positive. These similarities are passed to a Softmax to
calculate the positive and negative match probabilities (how
well the anchor material matches the positive and negative
material). This is then used as standard classification prob-
abilities and trained using cross-entropy loss.

6.3. Loss Function and Materials Similarity

The level of similarity between materials is continuous
and can have any value between zero and one. Therefore,
the anchor material is not necessarily 100% identical to the
positive material, but can, for example, have 50% similarity
to the positive and 25% similarity to the negative. We de-
fine the similarity of two materials in a set as the difference
between their mixture ratios (R, Figure 4, Section 3.3):

sim(i1, i2) = 1− |R(i1)−R(i2)|

Where R(i1) is the mixture ratio in the image i1. By def-
inition, the similarity of the anchor (A) to the positive (P )
material is larger than to the negative (N ) (sim(A,P ) >
sim(A,N)). Therefore, we expect that the predicted prob-
ability (Pp, Figure 7) for a match between the anchor (A)
and the positive (P ) will be higher than 50%. However,
we do not expect it to be 100% if the similarity of the an-
chor and positive (sim(A,P )) is near that of the anchor and
negative (sim(A,N)). Therefore, we set a semi-hard loss
with the following condition: If Pp > 0.5 + (sim(A,P )−
sim(A,N)) ·0.25, the loss is set to zero; otherwise, we cal-
culate the standard cross-entropy loss (Loss = −log(Pp)).
More details can be found in Appendix 10.

7. Testing Clip Models
The Clip neural network has achieved state-of-the-art

(SOTA) results on a large number of image recognition
benchmarks and is considered one of the top general one-
shot nets to date [27, 26]. Similarly to our model, Clip pre-
dicts image descriptors as a vector, which can then be used
to find similarities between the image and other images or
texts. Unlike our model, Clip H14 was trained by com-
paring 2 billion real photos with their corresponding text
captions. There are two limitations to using Clip for this
task. The first is that the Clip descriptor is not focused on
materials and might contain information regarding the ob-
ject and environment. Second, Clip receives just an image
without an attention mask. Hence, it is harder to point to a
specific region of the image where the target material is. To
solve this issue, we tried a few methods: The first involves
cropping the region of the image around the target material
and using it as input. The second involves masking the im-
age region outside the material (by setting it to black), and
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Method Set1 Subclass Set1 All Set2

Random 0.30 0.006 0.07

MatSim 0.71 0.56 0.73
MatSim+C 0.77 0.56 0.85
MatSim+M 0.78 0.56 0.91
MatSim+C+M 0.72 0.61 0.85

Open CLIP H14 0.55 0.44 0.47
Open CLIP H14+C 0.67 0.52 0.77
Open CLIP H14+M 0.59 0.40 0.53
Open CLIP H14+C+M 0.66 0.52 0.67

CLIP B32 0.51 0.32 0.44
CLIP B32+C 0.56 0.38 0.49
CLIP B32+M 0.56 0.28 0.37
CLIP B32+C+M 0.56 0.35 0.56

Human Similarity 0.41 0.13 0.22
Human Similarity+C 0.60 0.20 0.41
Human Similarity+M 0.55 0.15 0.27
Human Similarity+C+M 0.55 0.16 0.42

MatSim+M No Augment 0.66 0.45 0.61
MatSim+M No vessels 0.72 0.52 0.61
MatSim+M No mixtures 0.74 0.53 0.72
Table 1. Results. +C indicates cropping, +M indicates mask-
ing. Random stands for random matching. Human Similarity
refers to the net trained on human-annotated material similarity
metrics[18]. No vessels refer to a net trained only on the objects
part of the MatSim dataset. No mixtures refer to a net trained on
MatSim without materials mixtures.

the third involves combining masking and cropping. All of
these approaches gave a significant improvement compared
to using the image as is. Cropping without masking gave
the best results. We tested all the pretrained Clip versions
available and found that ViT-B32 gave the best results for
Open A.I models (Table 1), but the Laion Clip H/14 signif-
icantly outperforms all other Clip Models[27].

8. Results
As seen in Figure 1 and Table 1, the MatSim trained

net performed well in almost all types of materials and en-
vironments. The MatSim-trained net significantly outper-
forms the best Clip model on all test sets (Table 1). This
suggests that despite the fact that the net was trained only
on simulated data and visual self-similarity, it learned to
generalize to unfamiliar real-world material states. Both
Clip and MatSim significantly outperformed net trained on
human-annotated material similarity metrics[18]. All ap-
proaches significantly outperformed random matching (Ta-
ble 1). Both MatSim-trained net and Clip performed well
on Set 2 despite this set having no correlation between ma-
terials and objects. This supports the hypothesis that recog-

Method OpenSurface DMS FMD

Random 0.03 0.019 0.09
MatSim+M 0.33 0.29 0.66
Open CLIP H14+C 0.32 0.14 0.82
Human Similarity+C 0.07 0.04 0.20

Open CLIP H14+C Semantic 0.30 0.19 0.72
Semantic Random 0.03 0.018 0.1
Table 2. Results for Material Classification on Standard Bench-
marks(Section 4.3). Random stands for random matching. Seman-
tic stand for matching the image to the text labels. +C indicates
cropping, +M indicates masking. The attention mode for each
net (masking/cropping) is the one that gives the best results.

nition is done only based on material features and not corre-
lated properties. The MatSim trained net gives good results
on cases with near-field light sources like floors (100%), but
the number of such cases in the benchmark is small. Focus-
ing the net on the material region of the image by cropping
the material region and using it as the input image seems to
improve the accuracy of all the nets tested (Table 1). Mask-
ing the background by blacking out the background pixels
seems to improve the results for the MatSim trained net, but
proves to be less effective than cropping for Clip.

8.1. Results for General Material Classification

The MatSim visual similarity approach is not intended
for the more general semantic classes, which are associated
more by names and less by appearance. However, as can be
seen from Table 2, both CLIP and MatSim trained net gave
relatively good results for matching images of the same gen-
eral classes (plastic, glass, wood. . . ). For the DMS[32] and
OpenSurface[8, 7] datasets, the MatSim-trained net outper-
formed CLIP (Table 2). This could be attributed to the
larger number of images and classes, making it more likely
for similar textures to occur in each class, while the more
diverse class set also makes semantic-guided classification
harder. CLIP performed better than the MatSim trained net
on the FMD benchmark[29]. This can be explained by the
fact that this dataset contains a small set of general classes
and a relatively small number of images (100) per class,
where each class can contain a large number of different
textures, making semantic knowledge of the material class
a major advantage, while limiting the effectivity of relying
only on textures’ visual similarity. The net trained using
human-assigned materials similarity[18] performed by far
the worst on all datasets but still far above random. We
also tested the ability of the CLIP text/image embedding
model[26, 27] to classify material images by matching them
with their semantic text labels. Clip H14 performs far better
than random in this task and near the image-to-image-based
matching accuracy (Table 2).
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8.2. Training Components and Their Effects

Augmentation, Training for materials inside transpar-
ent vessels, and training with a gradual transition between
materials are all vital for the performance of the MatSim
trained net (Table 1). Eliminating any of these resulted in a
considerable decrease in performance, but the net still per-
formed better than CLIP even without these aspects (Ta-
ble 1).

9. Conclusion
This work introduces a new approach, dataset, and

benchmark for general one-shot material recognition, not
limited to specific types of material or settings. It tackles
several challenges related to material recognition, including
material states, subclasses, mixtures, gradual state transi-
tion, and recognition of materials inside transparent vessels.
One-shot recognition of materials has been mostly over-
looked in image recognition research, but it is critical for
understanding different aspects of the world and has numer-
ous applications, ranging from material science and chem-
istry to cooking and agriculture. Our findings demonstrate
that a net trained on self-similarity using diverse synthetic
data can recognize almost every material state using just
one or a few examples, regardless of the environment, out-
performing large-scale models trained on human-generated
semantic captions (CLIP) and similarity metrics based on
human perception. We hope that the data set and the bench-
mark will pave the way for testing and developing new tech-
niques in this emerging field.
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